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Scarves and Prayer Shawls 

Flags/Wings 
Our bendies are 100% Habotai Silk with a light weight and smooth touch. This fabric is what people often 
call “China silk.” They are our standard weight 8mm. The bendies have a grosgrain ribbon (either in a 
coordinating or neutral color) that houses our “bendie" rod, which extends away from the silk to create a 
clear “handle” area. To use, gently hold the flag on the handle area and wave and dance with it (being 
careful not to hit anyone!). For more information on how to use bendie flags, please visit our blog at 
Dyed4you.com and for information about storing a bendie, visit: http://dyed4you.com/blog/2017/12/how-
to-store-bendies/ though please note that painted bendies should be rolled to help preserve paint. 


Prophetic Painting 
A prophetic painting can be added to any of our 8mm silks for an additional cost and additional creation 
time. They are a labor of love. All our silks have an enormous amount of time and effort going into them, 
but these take it to a whole new level. We believe you will be blessed by the results. 


The difference between dye and paint on silk is that dye changes the property of the actual silk fibers (thus 
leaving no difference to the feel, texture, or weight of the silk) whereas paint actually creates a thin coat 
around the fibers (thus leaving some texture and feel as well as adding slight weight). The paint has been 
fixed by heat so if you treat this silk with loving care and it will last just as beautifully as our regular silks 
do. We strongly suggest rolling rather than folding (or doing anything that creates an excess of lines over 
the painted areas). This will help with the longevity of your piece. We’ve also created a video sharing about 
the differences (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ftg5GDcwlo). We pray you’re blessed by the 
multiplication of anointing these beautiful prophetic paintings add!


Painted prices

Prices start at $100 and go up according to size and complexity, topping out somewhere around $300. 
Though we realize this is an investment, it actually only accounts for a small portion of the creation time, 
the lion’s share of which is donated to the ministry as a gift to the customers. 


Scarves Oversized Tallit/Prayer Shawl

Medium (14x72” 8mm) $44

Regular (22x72” 8mm) $55

Large (35x84” 5mm) $72

Tassel Tallit (45x72” 8mm) $155

Beaded Tallit (45x72” 8mm) $225


Bendie flags (rectangular/squarish) Bendie wings (semicircle)

Smalls (27x36”) $125 (pair only)

Classics (27x54”) $150 (pair only)

Large long (36x72”) $120 single /$215 pair

XL extra long (45x90) $155 single /$270 pair

Large bendie shield (55x55”) $140 single/$220 pair

Regular (35x55”) $110 single/$180 pair

Large (45x72”) $150 single/$245 pair

XL (55x84”) $175 single/$295 pair
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Additional information  

Turnaround time

Dyed only - 2-4 weeks

Dyed and painted - 8-12 weeks


Dye/Paint Style

The heart behind Dyed4you Ministries is about hearing the voice of God and helping others do the same. 
Everything we do is intended to further that mission and foster deeper relationship with Him. As a result, 
the bulk of what we create is done with little to no input from the customer. One or more of the Dyed4you 
Team Members simply prays and then we create as Papa leads. With that said, if God has specifically 
highlighted something to you (a color, scripture, or a silk we’ve dyed previously), please share that here. 
You are welcome to share personal preference as well, but we ask that you note it as such. Putting 
together what we create is like piecing together a puzzle, so we want all the pieces without having ones 
that aren’t part of the full picture. 


In Closing

If you have any questions, feel free to ask. To read more about how we birth the letters that go with our 
silks visit http://dyed4youministries.com/about-our-silk-letters-art-words/ 


Order Form 

__________________ 

__________________ 

__________________ 

TOTAL __________________

Item Price Quantity Total
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